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The anchor pin lever  
In the box, you will find a little tool called  
the yellow anchor pin lever.  
1. End A of the anchor pin lever makes it easy 
 to remove anchor pins from the frames.

2. End B of the tool is used for removing  
 batteries from the battery 
 compartments.
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The parts in your kit:

You will also need: 
3 x AAA batteries (1.5-
volt, type AAA/LR03) or 
3 x AAA rechargeable 
batteries (1.2-volt, min. 
1100 mAh), a watch or 
clock

Checklist: Find – Inspect – Check off
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23 24 25
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No. Description Count Item No.

1 Gyroscope 1 714 210

2 Wheels with gears 1 714 213

3 Head 1 (front) 1 714 215

4 Neck 1 714 216

5 Head 2 (rear) 1 714 217

6 Wrist 2 714 325

7 Hand 4 714 218

8 Rivet 4 714 326

9 Shoulder 1 714 219

10 Upper body 1 714 220

11 3-hole cross rod 6 714 221

12 5-hole rod 6 714 224

13 11-hole rod 5 714 226

14 5-hole dual rod 4 714 231

No. Description Count Item No.

15 Square frame 2 714 227

16 Short frame 2 714 228

17 Curved rod 2 714 230

18 Lengthwise connector 4 714 232

19 Two-to-one converter 6 714 233

20 Joint pin 4 702 524

21 Dual frame 1 714 229

22 Hinge 8 714 234

23 Tube, 30 mm 2 714 287

24 Anchor pin 30 714 129

25 Anchor pin lever 1 702 590

26 String, 2 m 1 714 240

27 Paper cutout sheet 1 714 236

26 27
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› › ›  KIT CONTENTS
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GOOD TO KNOW ! If you are missing 

any parts, please contact Thames & 

Kosmos customer service.

Any materials not included in the kit are 

indicated in italic script under the “You 

will need” heading.



What is the gyroscopic 
effect?

YOU WILL NEED 

› Gyroscope
› 3 x AAA batteries or 3 x AAA rechargeable batteries 
› Watch or clock

HERE’S HOW

1.  Open the cover on the underside of the gyroscope. That’s 
how you get to the battery compartments.

2.  Insert the batteries as indicated inside the battery 
compartments. 

3.  Replace the cover and switch on the gyroscope.

4.  The disk inside will start to spin. Hold the gyroscope 
firmly in its upright position and wait for the disk to 
reach its maximum speed. It will take about 20 
seconds.

5.  Now try carefully tilting the gyroscope a little to one 
side — first a little to the left, then a little to the right.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Do you feel the force that makes it so difficult to 
tip the gyroscope? What you’re experiencing is 
something called the gyroscopic effect. It arises 
when an object (the disk, in this case) spins very 
rapidly. The force you feel when you tip the 
gyroscope is trying to maintain the disk’s axis 
of rotation.

DID YOU KNOW ? 
This effect is also at play when you tilt a bicycle 
while entering a curve. Of course, if you were to tip 
the bicycle to the side when the wheels were not 
turning, you would simply fall over.

Build your own gyrobot. It will be able 

to keep its balance as long as the gyroscope’s 

disk is spinning.

LET’S GO

“With this kit, you can make 
five different glowing con-
coctions using the included 
materials and materials from 
around your house"

EXPERIMENT 1

Gyro Technology
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LET’S GO

Gyroscopes in airplanes

YOU WILL NEED 

› Gyroscope
› 3 x AAA batteries or 3 x AAA rechargeable batteries  
› Watch or clock  

HERE’S HOW

1.  Open the cover on the underside of the gyroscope. 
That’s how you get to the battery compartments.

2.  Insert the batteries as indicated inside the battery 
compartments and replace the cover. 

3.  Now switch on the gyroscope, hold it tightly, and wait 
for the disk to reach its top speed. It will take about 20 
seconds.

4.  First hold the gyroscope straight, and then tilt it a little 
to the side as if the gyroscope were flying into a curve. 
What do you feel? Briefly tip the gyroscope a little more 
to the side.

5.  Also try tipping the gyroscope forwards and 
backwards.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

The more the gyroscope is tipped, the greater the 
tilt of the airplane you’re simulating here, and the 
greater the corresponding force. The force 
counteracts the tilt, working to re-establish the 
original position. If the gyroscope is suspended in 
such a way that it can move freely, it will 
maintain its orientation regardless of the tilt of 
the airplane.

    All modern airplanes have 

something called an altitude indicator, also 

known as a gyro horizon or artificial horizon. 

Now you can build your own altitude indicator 

model! While it’s true that your gyroscope is 

mounted vertically in your model, it will 

maintain its orientation even when you take 

the model in your hand and tip it forwards or 

backwards, simulating a climb or descent.

Note: You do not turn on the power for this 

display model!

EXPERIMENT 3
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Multiple  
talents …
Personal Transporters can travel at speeds up 

to 20 km/h over distances of 40 km if their 

batteries are fully charged. They are often 

used by police and rescue crews in crowded 

locations — at airports, for example, or large 

exhibits. They also work off-road!

From left to right: Artificial horizon in horizontal flight, when ascending, when descending and banking to the right,  
when descending and banking to the left. 

YET MORE “GYROS” FROM  

EVERYDAY LIFE

You often encounter objects that maintain 

a stable position by turning or rotating — 

and not just tops or bicycles. For example, 

have you ever given a diabolo a whirl? 

AN AIRPLANE CHOCK FULL OF TECHNOLOGY
All modern airplanes have altitude indicators, also known as a gyro horizons or artificial horizons. These instruments 
show the pilot any deviation of the plane from its horizontal position. That is particularly important if visibility is 
poor or at night, when the pilot can’t see the natural horizon. 

CHECK IT OUT
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